“How might we
ignite pride in the
Young People of
Latrobe through
connection,
inspiration and
success?”

YOUTH SPACE LATROBE
The Co-Design Journey

Youth Space Latrobe is a project of:
Department of Health and Human Service – Office for Youth and Inner Gippsland Area
Office for Youth Project Team:
John Kouvelas
Liz Bourke
Louise Grant
Oliver Tripodi
Angela Joseph
We acknowledge the traditional owners of country, the peoples of the Gunaikurnai nation. We pay our respects to them, their
culture and their elders past and present.
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THE YOUTH CORE DESIGN TEAM
Between September and December 2017 the Project Team engaged with Young People across the Latrobe Valley to form the
Core Design Team to lead the development of Youth Space Latrobe. The Core Design Team has been open to any Young Person
and has accepted new members throughout the Co- design journey.

Britney is 23 years and lives in Morwell. Brittney lives independently with her much loved
cat. Britney says she has lived in Morwell all her life and went to local schools. She is
currently the leader of a Morwell Rovers crew and involved in the organisation of many
district Scouting activities including costume and makeup for the annual Strzelecki Showtime
production. Britney also enjoys sewing and screen printing and has recently been mentoring
a sewing group through her work readiness program. “The biggest thing I have gotten out of
being involved is that I have discovered I have a voice and an opinion that is valued by
others. This has strengthened my self-esteem and ability to talk to others.”

Amy is 26 years and lives in Morwell. Amy moved to the Latrobe Valley about 3 years ago.
Amy is a mum and an Aboriginal young woman of the Mununjali people from South
Queensland. Amy found out about the Youth Space project through her TAFE VCAL class.
She says she wanted to get involved to ensure young parents were included and supported
to get the help they need. Amy has found her involvement in the Youth Core Design Team to
be really worthwhile, “it’s helped improve my confidence and self-esteem and given me a
real sense of purpose in working on a project to help others”.

Catherine is 21 years and lives in Traralgon. Catherine is a full time uni student studying
Communications and Writing, a radio presenter, Youth Councillor and volunteer with Alt Art, (a
local organisation dedicated to supporting emerging artists). Catherine says “I’m also a parent
to eight chickens and two cats, a waitress and a casual disability support worker”. “I was blown
away by the co-design approach to this project, a model where young people have been treated
as capable and important future leaders. I have been involved from the beginning of the project
and have learnt a lot about myself and been given the opportunity to take measured social and
leadership risks, and try again to keep becoming a better leader, team member, and designer.
This has helped me build resilience, which has seen me tackle challenges and conflicts better in
every facet of my life.”
Takudzwa “TK” is 18 and lives in Traralgon. TK moved to Traralgon from South Africa about 18
months ago and has become actively involved in the Latrobe Valley community. TK is proud of
his Zimbabwean heritage and is a member of the Centre for Multicultural Youth’s (CMY) Youth
Reference Group, a keen soccer player and one of the College Captains at Traralgon College
this year. TK says he has had difficulty achieving his goal of landing a part time job in the Valley.
He hopes that by being part of the Youth Space project he can make a difference to the
opportunities available to young people in Latrobe and help young people have a positive view
of the community.

Leticia is 19 years and has lived in Morwell all her life. Leticia is a proud Gunaikurnai young
woman and has a strong connection to her Aboriginal culture. Leticia completed Year 12 last
year and is currently undertaking further study with the Koori Unit at Federation Training.
Leticia is a keen footballer, enjoys music and also volunteers at the Gathering Place in Morwell.
Leticia has enjoyed being part of the Youth Core Design Team as she has met a whole range of
new people and feels she has been part of something positive for Young People in Latrobe. “It’s
really pushed me to get out of my comfort zone and take a leadership role”.
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Taylah is 19 and lives in Morwell. Taylah has lived in Morwell all her life and says she did not have
a very positive time during her schooling years. Taylah enjoys sport and music but had become a
bit isolated since leaving school. Taylah says being part of the Youth Core Design Team has
helped bring her out of her shell, meet new people and build confidence. Taylah is looking
forward to continuing her involvement with the Youth Space when it opens and hopes it will
make a real difference to other young people who need to get out and get involved.

Kristi is 17 and lives in Moe. Kristi describes herself as a shy person who takes a while to come
out of her shell. Kristi moved to the Latrobe Valley about a year ago and has lived in many
locations in Victoria, NSW and Queensland. Kristi is currently studying VCAL at Federation TAFE
and hopes to pursue a career as an Educational Aide. Kristi says her involvement in the Youth
Core Design Team has helped build her confidence and make new friendships. “My
involvement in the Youth Space project has really helped to make me start to feel like this
community might be home”. “Some of the things we’ve done have really pushed me out of my
comfort zone. Being in a leadership role and helping to facilitate the workshops with other kids
has been challenging but really good for me”.

Josh is 22 and lives in Traralgon. Josh completed his secondary schooling in Traralgon and
Maffra. Josh worked in construction for a couple of years after completing Year 12 and has
now returned to study a Bachelor of Mechatronic Engineering at Federation University. Josh
says he loves living in the Latrobe Valley and hopes that by being a part of the Youth Space
project he can contribute towards a more positive view of this community amongst Young
People. “I’ve learnt lots about myself and others through being part of this project. I’m keen
to build a sustainable future for the Latrobe Valley and to help inspire young people to be
positive about the Valley”.

Erin is 18 and lives in Yallourn North. Erin is currently studying Year 12 at Lowanna College
and says that although she’s not sure what she wants to study next she loves school and is
a keen and committed student. Erin loves to travel and plays netball. “Through this project
I’ve met a lot of new people and by working alongside them I’ve learnt to put my own
prejudices aside and have become more open minded. Before the project, I was
surrounded by people, all in the same situation and experiencing the same things as
myself. This project has opened my eyes to the challenges for many people living in
Latrobe and has taught me to look beyond stereotypes. I now understand there are a lot
of people throughout Latrobe Valley with huge aspirations and who want to make a
difference. “

Matt is 19 and lives in Traralgon. Matt grew up in Melbourne and has moved to the Latrobe
Valley about 1 year ago. Matt is currently studying Year 12 at Federation Training and enjoys
basketball, soccer and music in his spare time. “I got involved in the Youth Space project
because I live in the east end of Traralgon and see lots of young people with no role models or
guidance. Being part of this project has brought me a sense of connection to my new
community and has opened my mind to a whole range of things to get involved in.”
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Nathan is 15 and lives in Jeeralang Junction. Nathan attends Lavalla Catholic College and is
currently studying Year 10. Nathan has lived in the Valley all his life, mostly in Churchill and then
moving out of town about 18 months ago. Nathan enjoys science, gaming and computer
programming. Nathan says his involvement in the Youth Space project has brought him out of his
shell and given him a new confidence to speak up. “When I first joined I was really shy but I’ve
found my voice. I’m even speaking up at school which has surprised my friends and teachers”.

Felicity is 16 and lives in Traralgon. Felicity is currently studying Year 12 at Federation Training and
hopes to continue on to further training in Hair and Beauty. Felicity moved to Traralgon about 2
years ago having lived in Melbourne for all her life. Felicity says she has really enjoyed getting to
be part of the Youth Space project. “When I first moved here I found it really hard to make friends
and I struggled with going to a new school”. “Being part of this project has helped me feel part of
this community and I’ve felt really good about being part of something positive for young people
in this community. If I can create something that will help others feel like they belong that will be
great”.

Noel is 21 and lives in Morwell. Noel is interested in table top gaming, video gaming and is a
keen members of Scouts. Noel is currently looking to secure a full-time job somewhere in the
Latrobe Valley. Noel says he has benefitted greatly from being involved in Leaving Care
Mentoring and the L’s to P’s program with Berry Street. “I’m glad that Berry Street suggested I
get involved with the Youth Space project. It’s really opened my eyes to the challenges that
other young people are experiencing in Latrobe. I hope that the Youth Space can offer
additional ways to get involved and feel a sense of belonging I have
experienced through my involvement in community activities.

Jacob is 18 and lives in Churchill. Jacob is currently studying VCAL at Federation Training. Jacob is into
motocross and car racing and hanging out with his friends. Jacob hopes that the Youth Space will
provide a whole bunch of fun activities for Young People including cooking and free food.

Angeth is 18 and lives in Traralgon. Angeth is currently studying Year 12 at Traralgon College and
hopes to go to University after completing secondary school. Angeth and her family are actively
involved in the South Sudanese community in both the Latrobe Valley and Victoria. Angeth would
like to see lots more study and employment options in the Valley so that Young People don’t feel
like they need to move away.

Stan is 23 and lives in Moe. Stan recently moved to the Latrobe Valley area having grown up in New
South Wales. Stan currently works as a Youth Worker at headspace Morwell and is has been a
member of the Latrobe City Youth Council. Stan says that when he first moved to the Latrobe Valley
he struggled to find any information about what support was available for young people. “I’d just
moved here and didn’t have internet so finding what was available for Young People was really hard.
I hope that the Youth Space can be a central point for Young People to access all the information
they need about what’s on offer for Youth in the Valley.

Sophia is 19 and has lived in Traralgon all her life. Sophia has recently relocated to Melbourne and
has commenced at University studying Arts and Law. Sophia is a keen musician and singer who
regularly performs in local venues around the Latrobe Valley. “I’m looking forward to seeing what a
difference the Youth Space can make to young people in the Latrobe Valley”.
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YOUTH SPACE LATROBE
In April 2017, the Minister for Youth Affairs, Jenny Mikakos MP, announced $4.3 million in new funding from the Victorian
Government over the next three years for a new Youth Space in Latrobe City.
Co-design (Collaborative Design) was selected as the most effective method to ensure the development of the Youth Space
actively and strategically involved all relevant stakeholders, most importantly the young people themselves.
The Co-Design process has been facilitated by the Office for Youth (DHHS) in partnership with consultants Peer Academy and
seeks to empower local young people to take the lead in the Co-Design process.

THE PROCESS:

INQUIRE


Broad consultation with Young People and stakeholders across the Latrobe Valley Community.



Inquire Workshops and Pop-Up Listening Posts across Latrobe



Recruitment to the Core Design Team of Youth People



Introduction to Co-Design training workshop for Youth Core Design team – 12 Dec 2017.



Core Design Team engage in gathering stories of the lived experience of Young People through a series of one-on-one
interviews, pop-up listening posts and presence at youth and community events.



Data Analysis Workshop with Core Design Team – 12 Jan 2018

IDEATE


Ideation Workshop with Core Design Team – 10 Feb 2018



Design workshops including 50 Young People from across Latrobe - 15 & 16 Feb 2018



Short workshops to refine design principles for Youth Space Latrobe – 20, 27 Feb & 6 March 2018

PROTOTYPE AND PITCH


Design Principles for Youth Space Latrobe confirmed through a series of workshops with the Core Design Team –
Feb/Mar 2018.



Community and stakeholder consultation on the Design Principles – March 2018



Pitch and Presentation development workshop – 10 March 2018



Pitch to the Minister for Youth Affairs/Local Member for Eastern Victoria – 20 March 2018
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK:
On 4th September 2017 the Co-Design process commenced with a community sector forum “Supporting Young People in the
Latrobe Valley” which aimed to engage a broad range of stakeholders interested in the development of the Youth Space
project. Representatives from over 30 community organisations came together to discuss what is happening across Latrobe.
The focus was on exploring ways the co-design process could empower Young People to share their views on the priority
issues and to identify ways in which Young People can be supported to live the life they wish to live in Latrobe.
Organisations represented included:











Anglicare Victoria
Baw Baw Latrobe Local Learning and
Employment Network
Berry Street
Centre for Multicultural Youth
Department of Education and Training
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Justice and Regulation
Kurnai College - Flexible Learning Option
Gippsland Primary Health Network
Gippsport












Quantum Support Services
Latrobe City Council
Latrobe Community Health Service
Latrobe Health Assembly
Latrobe Valley Authority
MIND
Ramahyuck
Sport and Recreation Victoria
The Smith Family
Youth Support and Advocacy

Service

•Offering numerous and diverse opportunities to young people in Latrobe would deliver
greater benefits. Most responses reflected on the need for employment options for
young people. Other responses emphasised the important role of sport and recreation,
as well as the need for education and career pathways.

Question 1
•Young people need to feel a sense of ‘direction’ (raised 10 times)

How can young
people be supported •‘Service delivery’ needs to be comprehensive to improve outcomes (raised 6 times)
to live the life they •Better (and more) education and training pathways are required (raised 4 times).
wish?

Question 2

•A lack of accessible recreational activities available was cited as problematic. Similarly,
limited opportunities to enter gainful employment or move around Latrobe on public
transport were flagged as challenging. Many respondents raised the prospect of
expanding of allied services across mental health, social inclusion, substance abuse and
housing.

What are the priority •Lack of accessible recreational activities available to young people (raised 7 times)
issues for young
•Concern about lack of employment options and pathways (raised 7 times)
people?
•Need for effective education and training opportunities (raised 6 times)
•Insufficient and/or inaccessible public transport (raised 3 times).

Question 3

•The responses made clear that a physical ‘youth space’ was only useful as long as it was
used effectively, encompassing diverse services and projecting an ‘inviting vibe’.
Respondents emphasised the need for the space to be ‘safe’. There was a sense that the
bricks and mortar of the space ought to be secondary to the activities and engagement
provided.

What is required to
support young people •Need for a ‘youth friendly space’ or ‘safe/welcoming space’ (raised 4 times)
•Need for capacity building, mentoring and interpersonal support (raised 6 times)
in Latrobe?
•Need for comprehensive and more accessible public transport (raised 7 times).
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WORKSHOPS WITH YOUNG PEOPLE:
Through a series of Pop-Up listen posts and group workshops the voice of young people was gathered to inform the
development of the Youth Space project.
Workshops with groups of Young People were held with:


Latrobe Youth Council



Traralgon College Students



Centre for Multicultural Youth Reference
Group



Trafalgar High School Students





The Gathering Place – Koorie Young People

Strzelecki District Scouts/Rovers





Federation Training VCAL Students

South Sudanese community young people



Kurnai College Student Representative
Council
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COMMUNITY POP UP LISTENING POSTS:
Community Pop-up listening posts were held at:


Mid Valley Shopping centre



Kurnai College University Campus



Traralgon CBD





Moe CBD

Traralgon College – Junior and Senior
Campuses



Churchill Skate Park



Trafalgar High School



Federation University Cafeteria & Student
Lounge



Traralgon Summer Nights Festival



Morwell and Churchill Skate Park Events
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UNDERSTANDING THE LIVED EXPERIENCE OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN LATROBE:

What is it like to
live in Latrobe as a
Young Person?

Is staying in
Latrobe part of
your future?

What do you need
to help reach your
goals?

What will improve
connection &
belonging?

On 12 December 2017 the first workshop for the Core Design Team provided an orientation to co-design. This workshop
took Young People through the Co-Design process, providing insights into developing empathy and charged the team
with the mission of understanding the lived experience of Young People in the Latrobe Valley. Through one on one
interview’s, conversations, pop-up listening posts and online line feedback the team gathered rich data about what it’s
like to live in Latrobe as a Young Person; what’s working well; what’s missing and what’s needed to help Young People
reach their goals for the future.
th

On 12 Jan 2018 the Youth Core Design Team members came together to analyse the themes revealed in the stories.
The following themes were revealed:


Recreation - access to affordable activities, events and recreation for Young People.



Information – a central point of access to information about what is available for Young People in
Latrobe and beyond.



Jobs – opportunities to find jobs, opportunities to create jobs, skills for jobs of the future.



Transport – cost, accessibility and perceptions of safety.



Resilience – life skills, self-esteem and hope for a future in the Latrobe Valley.



Support – life skills, timely access to support services, relationships.



Connection to Community – the need to build connection between Young People, between the towns
of the Latrobe Valley and between Young People and the community.



Indigenous Culture – youth celebrations, connection to elders, opportunities for all Young People to
learn and celebrate Aboriginal culture.
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Safety – need to increase perceptions of safety across the towns of Latrobe Valley.



Pride of place – building a positive reputation for young people and the whole Latrobe Valley.
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THE DESIGN WORKSHOPS:
th

th

The Youth Space Latrobe design workshops were held on Thursday 15 and Friday 16 February 2018 at the Italian
Australian Club in Morwell. The workshops invited Young People 12-18 years on the first day and 18-25 years on the
second. Across the 2 days over 50 young people together with 20 youth workers and teachers took on the task of
prototyping a Youth Space for the young people of Latrobe.
Facilitated by Claire McEwan and Kylie Long from Peer Academy the workshops offered Young People a free space to
engage their creativity and dream big around all the possibilities for Youth Space Latrobe.
A landing space at the beginning of the event immersed the participants in the stories and data gathered to paint a
picture of the lives of Young People in Latrobe.
Teams made up of young people from different schools, backgrounds and age groups worked together in a fast paced,
collaborative and user-centred environment. Drawing on the principles of co-design, participants worked to address the
problem that had emerged from the data:

“Young People in Latrobe feel it has nothing to offer them in the way of
opportunities, connection and self-belief. Many have disconnected and feel
isolated or see their future somewhere else.”
From this problem emerged the opportunity for Youth Space Latrobe:

How might we ignite pride in the
Young People of Latrobe through
connection, inspiration and
success?
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THE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The goal of the Co-Design process has been to ensure the voices of the Latrobe Valley young people have been
heard. Through these voices and the input of our community a set of design principles have emerged to guide the
construction, operation and location of Youth Space Latrobe.

“ Youth Space Latrobe is about building connection, pride and success for the
Young People of the Latrobe Valley.
Connection to each other, connection to information and connection to
opportunities.
Reaching out into the community from one central space, Youth Space Latrobe
breaks down barriers between young people and creates a place of safety for
belonging, innovation and reaching your potential.”

1. CONNECTION: The purpose of Youth Space Latrobe is to enable young people to better connect with each
other, strengthen the community and break down stigma.
To do this, all aspects of architectural design and program delivery should be designed to enhance young
people’s connection to their community. Suggestions include:


assisting young people to access existing facilities in the community



links to employment or educational opportunities



including health and wellbeing initiatives



providing flexible and available transport



using technology to connect with the broader community



promoting connection with the natural environment.

The Space should be a single, central site with designated shuttle buses, enhanced public transport options and
an online platform. The Youth Space could also build connection with young people through a ‘mobile
operations centre’ that takes Youth Space activities out to all communities throughout Latrobe, particularly the
small towns not linked by public transport.

2. TRANSPORT: Young people feel that good transport and easy access to Youth Space is critical to its success.
Young people want to access Youth Space through flexible transport options, including:
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improved public transport



designated Youth Space shuttle buses



night-time transport to assist getting home safely after-hours



a smartphone application for individualised transport.
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3. YOUTH LED: Young people expressed strong interest in having an ongoing ownership of Youth Space
Latrobe. It should directly employ young people in Youth Space’s management, service delivery and capital
works. Youth Space should also empower youth leadership by enabling young people to lead community
projects or to respond to issues arising in the Latrobe Valley.
This could include, but is not limited to:


establishment of a youth board



youth-run activities and events



peer to peer mentoring



youth in employed leadership positions



youth-run café enterprise or other social enterprises



an ‘ideas incubator’ space that helps provide workshops and spaces for youth-run projects.

4. INCLUSIVE, SAFE AND INVITING: To better connect with young people, Youth Space Latrobe needs to
be an open, accessible and safe space for all young people, regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, sexual
orientation and ability.
It is imperative that the Space does not feel like an imposing government building or service interface.
Architecture and program delivery therefore needs be an inviting, warm place that attracts young people.
Suggested ways to do this include:


a garden or café entry



house style facades



youth workers with broad unimposing roles to support young people’s engagement with the space,
support the facilitation of programs and to link young people into additional support where needed



being inclusive of young parents and their children



connecting with multiculturalism



providing opportunities for Aboriginal young people to celebrate and share culture.

5. MULTI-PURPOSE : Youth Space Latrobe needs to be adaptable and flexible to better capture the multitude
of ways young people will interact with the space.
The space will offer a wide variety of activities, services and opportunities including:


social enterprises and cafés



informal and formal approaches



fun and engaging activities



educational and creative workshops



employment pathways



health and wellbeing services, including referral pathways to local welfare services for young people
needing additional support.

Young people see that the architecture will reflect this adaptive and multi-purpose element by including:
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adaptable spaces with movable walls



quiet areas, study spaces or ‘chill zones’, with cozy atmospheres, sound-absorbing walls



outdoor and garden spaces



sport, recreation and multi-sport court area



arts spaces



inclusion of spaces for young people to inhabit even when the centre is closed.

6. ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY: Young people feel Youth Space should promote a connection
with the natural environment.
The architecture would incorporate:


natural elements



a seamless transition between the indoor and outdoor spaces



environmentally sustainable features.

Young people also expressed strong interest in providing hands-on experiences at all levels of the food chain,
including:


the establishment and maintenance of community gardens



a commercial kitchen and cafes



promotion of healthy eating and freely available food options.

7. TECHNOLOGY: Youth Space Latrobe will be at the forefront of technology that connects young people to
each other, information and opportunities on offer throughout Latrobe. The facility will have free high-speed
WIFI and offer young people in Latrobe the opportunity to access and experience a range of innovative
technology to connect to the world online.
An online Youth Space platform will further enhance a sense of connection and community by reflecting the
design principles by being inclusive, youth led, linking in with social media and offering a multitude of ways for
young people to interact.

8. PROGRAMS AND FACILITY: Young people see Youth Space offering opportunities for them to explore
pathways to education, employment and creativity. Young people see this as including:


a focus on music, visual and performing arts, and sound studio/DJ booth



sport and recreation



technology



animal welfare



a focus on food through formal and informal approaches



youth and social groups



a café enterprise and social enterprises



a focus on learning life skills.

9. RECOGNITION AND COMMUNITY: Youth Space Latrobe will focus on the mutual reciprocity between
young people and their community. It will be a space of giving back, providing leadership and teamwork
opportunities and acknowledging the contribution of young people.
Young people have recommended establishing a credit system for people involved in Youth Space. Young
people would earn points through their contributions, volunteered time or achievements that can be
redeemed at the Youth Space or as a method to support access to other community facilities.
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